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Demand Editorial Policy Change

g_, by Gail Gottlieb

.......,\\1 A· p pro xi mate 1 y
twenty-five members of
Women Studies plan to
oc.cupy Lobo offices this
morning .in response to a
OommonTo·ry · column is
yesterday's Lobo.
Tbe col~mn received wide
publicity last night when
comedy team Robin Tyler
and Patti Harrison read the
column· aloud and called fpr
the removal of M.ichael
Minturn as ·editor ana
occupation of the offices
until a change in editorial
·
policy occurred.
· The duo; billed ·as a
feminist comedy team, were
brought by ASUNM Speakers
Committee and spoke to an
enthusiastic capacity crowd
in tlle SUB Ballroom.
The evening began as a
series of skits and one-liners
poking fun at men, Nixon,
organized religion, and the
sexual double standard.
Robin Tyler said "A lot of
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_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _...,.,... · eiplained that"CommonTory

men don't like to think of
women in show biz without
the donkey in between
them.'' Comments grew more
acerbic later as she said "If
. you guy$ are going to judge
us by the size of our breasts
we are going. to judge you by
the size of your wee-wee's,"
Ex-model Patti Harrison,
the other half of the teaR).,
added "And we know all
men aten 't created equal."
A spoof on organized
religion brought the crowd to
its feet as a "faith healer"
pronounced a self-confessed
Lesbian "healthy, happy,
H.,,.;.on 1111d Robin Tvl•r rt1MI CommonTorv to theiiUdiiHJCtlllut
normal, and still a Lesbian." ~,:-.;.,.,.;.,_"·•.;.n;."~,.·"--''•......th.•.-occ..,.u,.
.....tion.....;o.f.Lobo
......
of<.'fic••-·------.,.-_.
Several older women began to read. CommonTory. and the removal of the
walked out at this time and Lobo editor Michael Minturn present editor. She also
Tyler said "If you don't like attempted to get on stage at p r o m i s e d t o · t a k e
what you hear remember this juncture but was forced CommonTory to the Tribune
that we are only mirrors of to retreat when Tyler said "If and to read it aloud on the
what is happening in society you don't get off this stage NBC Today show.
and if you don't like what we I'll have the sisters throw you
The crowd began to break
say then you must destroy off.".
up to attend a reception at
the image."
Hanover's column was the Honors Center, and
The funny stuff ended read and Tyler called for the Minturn was able to speak to
shortly afterwards as Tyler occupation of Lobo offices Tyler backstage where he

was ·actually a satirical
column and that George
Hanover was a psuedonym,
the original George ·Hanover
being King George III of
England during the American
Revolution.
Tyler returned to the stage
and attempted to explain the
mistake td· the dispersing
audience. Plans to take the
column to national media
··were dropped.
The discussion continued
at the reception where Tyler
said ''I will not allow
oppression in the .name of
free speech," and added
"Women have never had
control of the media. The
only. freedom of speech that
presently exists is freedom of
sp.eech for the white upper
class male."
The discussion was
adjourned again, this time to
a women's bar, where P.M.
Du ffy-Ingrassia, former
ASUNM senator, began to
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Friday, September 20, 1974

Editorial

Just Who Is This Geor eHanover?

In response to'the acrimony displayed at
last night's performance by Harrison and
Tyler agaist the LOBO's CommonTory
Column, we would like to apologize to those
who felt it to be sincere. There is no "George
Hanover'' and we would like to explain the
reasons behind including CommonTory on
the editorial.:PIU(e evety Thursday.
George Hanover was the king of England
during the American Revolution, the
epitomy of reactionaryism. His "colleague,"
Richard York, was also a king of England,
· and he got his just desserts at Bosworth
Field.
The response last evening to the Hanover
column was based on the premise that signed
. view points somehow reflect the values of
the LOBO staff. This is not true .. Only
unsigned editorials reflect majority opinion
, of the LOBO staff.
CommonTory was designed to satirize the
Arcliie. Bunker attitude so sadly prevalent in
America today. No one on the LOBO staff
took the opinions of Hanover seriously, but
we did have the hope that presenting· the ·
American bigot attitude would help people
realize the injustices that exist and to reject
the attitude· of apathy which we find so
frustrating~ Unfortunately,· our intent was
tnisconstru.ed.
.
While "Hanover" was writing for the
LOBO, CommonTory was the .source of
more letters than all other issues reported
combined. During this period, PlRG, the
Djuric controversy, the Hempen case and
~ther~ sutijects of Vital interest to students
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(Continued on pogl! 8J

George Hanover, the fictitious columnist who moved Harrison and Tyler

to wrath, Was actually a LQbo ploy to see if the student body was dead or not.
i:'JCHJu~sf!am•~nrs.atleastseem

to bealille.

were reported with hardly any input, in the
form of letters, from students.
Naturally, many students took
CommonTory for what it was, a satire on
those with extreme· right wing viewpoints
and "bull baiting'' for the extreme left
wingers. It was felt, perhaps in retrospect
erroneously, that "Hanover" would be seen
for what it was. An attempt to deflate a few

Editorial

stuffed shirts on campus.
Unfortun~tely, some people took the
column too seriously, and for those who
were mortally offended, we apologize.
We do not apologize, however, to those
who, for various reason, seek to in any way
diminish the freedom of the press. Our
function is to prpvide an outlet for opinion
and to involve the entire student body.
And Hanover got people involved.
Finanlly, as stated in an earlier LOBO
editorial, we believe that the effort to
dismantle Women studies and ethnic studies
programs is a narrow minded step on the
part of the administration.
As Robin Tyler said, "We're only mirrors
of what's happening in society, and if we
don't dig what we see, destroy the image."
. Working to destroy the mirror, and not the
image, is self defeating.
The LOBO has. repeatedly tried to expose
the icons of self interest and injustice (the
Djuric case, the machinations of the Regents
and the Hempen case come immediately to
mind).
For all this, we got only criticism, or
worse yet, apathy. To use the mirror
metaphor, the.. LOBO has been forced to
reflect the world around us:This is precisely
the job of any good newspaper.
Some news items, and some viewpoints, are
not popular. This does not mean that they
sliouldn 't be presented. The LOBO has been,
and will continue to be, the newspaper of all
·the students. All viewpoints can and will be
expressed.
. ....... .

~

Wollman's Power Questioned
By RICH ROPERTS
Curricula .Commitwe chairman
Paul Jona~> advised Dean Nathaniel
Wollman that Wollman might not
be able to unilaterally withdraw
~ourse approval, Wollman said
;esterday.
Wollman said Jona~> sent him a
memo stating that any procedure
for withdrawing approval from
courses should follow a pattern
similar to that for giving approval
to courses,
Wollman said Jonas also
sug,gested any withdrawal
procedure should not solely be .in
the hands of Wollman but be such
that Wollman would initiate the
process, and it would then go
through similar channels at> with
the approval procedure.
Wollman described the
procedure for approval as starting
. with a department's submission of
a coui'&C to him. He said he may
see)( further infonnation before
.approving the course and sending
it 'then to t11e dean of the
Graduate School,
If the course is not offered for
!ll'aduate credit, the procedure is
to send it directly from Wollman
to the Curricula Committee for
review. 'lben it goes to the vice
president for academic affairs,
"If I disapproved a course when
it came to me, it would stop there
unleu under exceptional
circumstance•," Wollman said.
"This has never happened,
· however. 'lbe question is why I
can't do this for approved courses
as well. I am not clear on the
procedure,"
Wollman said what he thinks is
happening now is that the acting
director of American Studies,
Charles Biebel, is discussing
actions with the directors of
Women Studies and the ethnic
studies programs.
He said the four programs were
,• preparing materials for review by
Biebel who would then ·give his
· recommendation to Wollman
concerning courses to be taught
next semester.
"I would think or suspect,
although I'm not sure because of
no opportunity for me to review,
that there are some good courses
in these programs," Wollman said.
"I think the directors have been
careful and picked good people
and I think we can have no fear of
pOor academic standards."
Wollman said the main point to
Jiii~ was that these courses

••

·offered under American Studies Studies assigned to them," he
301·302 had not gone through the said.
·approval procedure as gi,ven
Wollman said he thought these
courses were violating the way the
above.
He explained . that once the 301·302 courses were described in
faculty had assigned the blanket the catalog. But the violation is a
numbers to a department, the minor one, he added,
department could change the
In the catalog American Studies
content offered under these 301·302, Interdepartment_al.
blanket numbers without at>king Studies in the Culture of the
approval for specific subjects.
United States, are described as
"The whole situation developed "subjects, varying from semester
in part by the fact that I allowed to semester, will be topical in
the use of American Studies
301-302 to .introduce four whole
new programs," Wollman said.
"When the faculty approved the
establishing of 301·302, they had
no idea these blanket numbers
would be used in this way,
"I don't know if the director of Editor's note:
American Studies was given the
The Lobo wishes to make a
syllabus and I don't know if he correction concerning our article
· Wat> ever given the opportunity to in Wednesday's LOBO which
decide whether the courses were incorrectly stated that Women
Studies had formed an ad hoc
valid." .
Wollman said he was committee to study the question
recommending to the Curricula of funding which was raised in a
Committee that the giving of letter by Stephen Beckerman in
Tuesday's Lobo, An ad hoc
blanket numbers be examined.
"I don't know if they should be committee was formed Monday
rescinded totally, but the night to study recent allegations
department should give a about ·Women Studies, but
sequence of what. it wishes to thiS committee was tormea prior
offer under that blanket number," to the Women's Center obtaining
Wollman said. "If a department knowledge of Beckerman's letter.
By JAN HOLLAND
then wishes to depart from the
The use of undergraduate
indicated sequ!!nce, it could ask
students as insttuctors in Women
for approval for a new course.
'"I have no control over this Studies courses is standard and
area," he said. "I have merely approved policy in not only
recommended it to the Curricula Women Studies clat>Ses but also
Committee. Any proposal to the other coui'&Cs including the honors
general facultY should come from program, Gail Baker, Women
them, I really do not want to be Studies coordinator said.
telling them,what to do."
Wollman said he wanted to
New Mexico
emphasize that in his memo to
DAILY
LOBO
Biebel in American Studies he
dealt specifically with 301·302.
Vol. 78
No. 20
He said other courses offered
under the four programs such as
P.O., UNM
History 283 (La Raza: ,A History ·- ~"~:~tiri::lq';iit:~~~· .8713l ,
of Mexican-Americans) and. 284 ·1
.(506) 277·
(Afro-American History) had gone
4102, 277-4202
through the usual departmental
The New llexleo Dal))' Lobo Is pub.
approval process.
Jlahed Monday throueh Friday eveey
R~~Uiar
week of tho Univenit)r year
He sal'd only Am·ert'can StudJ'es
ana
weekly durlne the aummer ....Jon
3 0 1·302 were involved in his
by the lloard of Student Publk:atlono of
proposed action. This semester 21
~~~ ~~~~~":l'~rfr o:.!:.:~·~ft't ~A,l
Seeond elaaa JIOitalfe paid at Albuquer•
are bet'ng tauoht under
Courses
que, New Mexleo 87131. Sublerlptlon
·
•
"
those numbers,
rate II '10.00 tor the academic year.
"What I'm not sure about
The oplnioruo expr.,.sed on the edl·
torlal Pa&'el of The Dally Lobo are
without carefully studying the
thooe of the author !Oiely, Unsi&ned
titles is whether thse are given
opinion Ia that of the editorial board
under Women Studies or the three
rhih&.Pt: 11lot':~;..~::;w ~~:aen\'!
ethnic studies or under , the
tbe vlewa of the Unlvenlty of New
Mexico. .
•
h
f
A
c aracter o
mer~can
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CASH?

301 •.. and chronological in
302."
"In 301 it seems to me many
courses originate in Women
Studies or the other programs
without going through approved
procedures," Wollman said. "But
l'm not sure. My feeling is that 20
out of 21 are courses with origins
in the four programs. A better
answer to that would come from
Biebel."

Women·Back
Undergraduates

THE WHO since 1970 have relied on HEll. SOUND SYSTEMS
for their great live sound on their tours, world wide. THE WHO
1nd HEll. SOUND h1ve led the industry with innov1tive new
concepts in sound reproduction. During the 1973 fall tours,
THE WHO introduced live concert Quadraphonic sound. This
amazing sound was reproduced bV using 1 •revolutionary new
concept in full range sound projection, the TROFF from HEll
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Baker said Vice President of
Academic Affairs Ch'Cster
Travelstead, Dean of the College
of Education David Darling, and
Dean of Arts and Sciences
Nathaniel Wollman had all
approved the use of
undergraduates to teach the 201
class.
She said that those
undergraduates planning to teach
were required to take a class last
spring in preparation for it. These
students were then evaluated by
(Continued on page 5)
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First Major Performance

Teen's Play 'Fantastic'
In Concert at Popejoy
His style reminds one of the
. An audience of 1000 sat in Pope- foot-tapping power of Carole King
JOY !fall Wednesday night, not with an occas10nal classical bent.
knowmg what to expect.
The second half of the program
What it got was Keith Green, an consisted of excerpts from a com·
18-year-old song writer from Los ing rock operetta inspired by the
Angeles, and some fantastic piano 'writings of Kahlil Gibran's "The
playing.
Prophet." For a young man, Green
Green opened his set without a shows a great deal of' spirrted
word. It was his first major concert awareness in the lyrics. His voice
contained an emotional intensity
and he seemed a bit afraid.
not obvious in the light..first half of
But once he started playing, to the show.
fev~rously strum at his guitar,
Keith Green said he was "happy
smdes flowed back and forth be· to be in Albuquerque." It was oovJ·
tween the stage and the audience.
ous the aud1ence was glad to have
His guitar playing showed more him,
youthful exuberance than mellowed maturity. But once he sat
atl"':n at the grand piano, it became
obv1ous where Gr~en's talents lay.
The first half of the program was
devoted to son11s front a soon-to-be
released album "Revelations" and
"Personal Songs"-an album in
progress. The joyous scream .o(
"I'm Alive" throughout "Waiting
for Today" led to the pointed hu·
mor of "Raping Mother Nature."
0 reen's lyrics fluctuated between
deep personal philoqophy and easy
to relate-to humor.
. By the middle of the first set,
Green had the audience whistling
and clapping along to "Whatcha'
Gonna Do Now."
His voice was strong, showing no
strain as he reached for high notes.
But, talk about Keith Green has to
get back to his piano. He's played
for 13 years and it certainly shows.
•
.
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Keith
Green
Returns To
Popejoy
Hall
Saturday
Sept.28
at
8 •15 o.m.

Analysis---------------

Republicans Stay Away From IShi'ndi'g'
although cynics ~ould attribute
this to extravagant prices at the
bar, a definite strain of
melancholy has seemingly
overcome the Republicans in this
state. It was noticeable even at
Skeen's victory party at the sta1:t
of the campaign. It seems to have
deepened since.
The speeches were preceded by
a fine mat·iachi group and two
square dance organizations, the
RoadrUilners and the Rip no
Snorters, whose down-home
dancing to the tune of "There's
Gonna Be A Shindig In The Bar,"
generated the most enthusiasm of
the night.
Munay Ryan, state GOP leader,
introduced the bulk of the
Republican slate to a liGtless
audience which by now had
dropped to 140 souls. Only Joe
Skeen seemed to possess the
vitality so sadly lacking at the
evening's perfot·mance.
Skeen, voice booming, made a
short speech praising the efforts
of Republican women. If the
campaign has had any wearing

lackadaisical turnout, although
usually left unmentioned, was
that the speaker originally
scheduled had been George Bush,
not Mary Louise Smith, the new
.national "chairman." Bush wat>
recently appointed by President
Ford as his liaison with Chin!l,
and was unable to attend. Mrs,
Smith was apparently (and
erroneously) thought to be
uninspiring by ticket holders who
elected not to stay for her speech,
Tom Bolapk, a f6rmer governol'
and present GOP fund raising
chief, said .that a buffet format
was adopted "because we didn't
want just another barbeque," As
with most Republican functions
in this state, the mood was
subdued,
Inde!!d, one mi11ht have thought
that this wasn't a political meeting
at all. Small talk during the
informal dinner was almost totally
devoid of political content. The
gathering was subdued, and

j the state's Republican leaders

gathered at the Convention Center
:-. to hear the first woman ever
:; elected "chairman" of the
~ national Republican party,
.
o If Wednesday's'low turnout and
·~ lack of enthusia~>m is allY indica·
~ tion, the Republican elephants
~ are .destined to be kiclted by the
~ Democratic donkeys in tho
z November elections.
~
Billed as a "Harvest Moon
& Supper," the $30 a couple buffet
.u drew only 300 people, &!though
=-< around 600 tickets were sold.
Republicans present' gave
various explanations for the poor
turnout and discrepancy between
tickets sold and actual attendance.
"After all," said one candidate,
"the State Fairis here, and this was
the only night people could get
tickets to see Charley Pride."'
A major factor in the

Albuquerque
1307 Central NE

.POPEJOY HALL
AT

".%

Camp Gear
Ava11ab/e
By DAN WILUAMS
Types of equipment available
An array of camping gear are: backpacks, tents, Coleman
purchased by ASUNM for student stoves and lanterns, child carriers,
and faculty use may now be snowshoes, compasses and camp
checked out in the equipment shovels,
Students will also be required
room of Carlisle Gym.
Director of Campus Intramural to deposit a valid ID card with the
and Recreation, Bill DeGroot, said check out person at Carlisle Gym,
the equipment has been available A one dollar per day fine will
since Monday, and everything is apply when equipment is turned
ready except for the pop-up and in late.
DeGroot also said that he is
umbrella tents which have not
been received. '
___!!ol!_si<!e!inJt! J:?lan _to .le~!ll.• the
Any UNM student, faculty or cneCK-Out costs for eqUipment
staff member who wishes to check taken for .more than one week.
out equipment may do so from 10
"This would apply when
a.m. until 2 p.m. Monday through stu~ents t~ke equtpment out
Friday. Reservations will be taken durmg hohdays and semester
up to one week in advance.
breaks," he said. •
. •
A maintenance fee of fifty
<:;urrently the time h"'!•t for
cenfs or one dollar per day will be equ1pment checked out lS one
required for equipment week.
.
"But there's no use havmg all
maintenance along with a damage
deposit of five or ten dollars.
thi~ equipment sitt!~g he~ over
The one dollar per day charge hohdays and breaks, he smd. •
andthetendollardamagedeposit
S~udents who turn 111
applies to the large tents, equ!pm~nt .damaged beyond
snowshoes, and backpacks. All repmr wJII be charged the ~:
other items require a fifty cent dollar. da.mage fee pl.us
per day charge and a five dollar assessed p~ce. of th~ eqUipment.
deposit
"Depreciation will be taken
·
into account," DeGroot said.
DeGroot said he plans to
increase the inventory as soon as
he can determine which items are
most in demand.
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Until recently, the only cassette deck in the world with
0.07'k WRMS record and playback wow and flutter was the
TEAC <150. Then TEAC introduced the 3608-idcntical in
performance to the 450, but
with a.few less professional
mi)t:ing features.• And there·
fot·e priced lower. The 3GOS_is
an incredible deck. It has four
input mic or line mixing, and
Dolby* circuih•y with Dolby
calibration controls.
Ask any engineer why 0.07%
wow and flutter means fantastic sound fidelity for even a
reel-to-reel dec)(-let alone a
cassette deck. Chances are
you'll both wind up owning a
TEAC360S,

J379.50

3605
TEAC.
The lead{l'r. Alwuys hM been.

•IJoolby IS. tfl~Ckmfltk Qf Dolb_y l.abontor!Pt. ftl('.

Your Tape
Recorder Center
Since 1949

Lobo

***

Applications are now open for
Who's Who Among Students in
American Universities and
Colleges.
Requirements are: 1) Student
at UNM during the fall semester.
2) Scheduled . to receive a degree
(Bachelor's or higher) between
now and June, 1976. 3) A junior
in good academic standing with
your college (2.0 or higher),
Applications must be returned
to Room 242 SUB by Friday,
Sept. 27,1974 at 5 p.m.
Last semester everyone who
applied made it with a couple of
4

Ask any
•

3409 CENTRfll N€ 11-5.30 TU€)-)fll.
Q56-7103

Another ASUNM senator has
resigned. P.M. Duffey-Ingrassia is
the third senator to resign. No
reason was given for
Duffey-Ingrassia's resignation.
So far Mike Benavidez and
Mary Ratchford have resigned.
This again lowers the number
· needed for quorum in the senate
meetings. It might help
attendance.

.-<Jpenings.tp.spar~

effects on the m&n from Picacho, applause once,
none were evident that night. ·
Smith did have an effect ("That
Mrs. Smith, who bears a lady has real balls," gasped one
striking resemblance to Pat Nixon, Republican) but the general
was finally introduced, Those outward reaction was
present apparently expected to . disappointing.
hear a few endearing words from a
Both Sk!len and Smith scored
mild. mannered old lady.
.
the nlled for strong competitive
Smith was anything but mild parties. In Mary Lo\lise Smi~h, the
, manne1·ed. After the usual Republicans have found n
compliments to her hosts, Smitlt dynamic leader. It is unfortunate
launched into what must stand as for the GOP that none m,e her
cine or the few truly electrifying exist in' the stat('.
speeches of this campaign. She
jolted those present by telling her
fellow Republicans that "we
won't win this campaign by sitting
on our hands." In an obvious
. reference to recent news from
Makers of-Hand Made Indian
Washington, Smith said, "I'm not
OlD TOWN
as pessimistic as some, but it's not
going to be easy. Tho time for
talking is over. We need to get out
and get things done."
Smith went on to outline a plan
of grass roots action for the GOP
in New Mexico, but despite
•
excellent oratory devoid of the
eng•neer~
usual political histrionics, the
speech was not interrupted by

'.,.~!,.P,.eat esc•"P
• CaHee Hause 7-tZ'P"' Fr•·

Friday
Night

Saturday
Night

HOUSE

Traditional Folk Music by

Chris Yegger
Terry Bluhm

11 Monte VIsta NE
Off the Triangle
by Girard & Central

Steve Meltzer
and

Chris Despopoulos

and
Redding Bethea

UB Room 12

255-1694

:t.•;to:tt•···t••••••••••••ll
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Self Ri'ghteous Press
Doesn't Do Homework

•'

so, since on the very day of the conference a federal judge .
By NICHOLAS VON HOFFMAN
WASHINGTON (KFS)-Monday night prime-time
in St. Paul had dismissed the Wounded Knee Indians, while
charging the Bureau with "misconduct" for what amounted
television gave us a new quiz show: Jerry Ford playing 20
Questions with the White House press corps, a group which
to manufacturing evidence and framing the defendants.
seldom distinguishes itself for its acuity. Yet even this body
Sarah McClendon was the only reporter to get into this
of high-status, low-enterprise journalists ought to be able to
general area when she asked about protecting the privacy of
discern the difference between a Jerry Ford and a Richard
people's income tax returns.
No Follow-Up On the Economy
Nixon.
It was these same reporters who, but a month ago, tired a
Only one question was asked about the economy: "I
skeptical nation with their bad writing about what a good
wonder how you feel about whether we· are heading for a '
guy Jerry Ford is. That, apparently, went out the window
depression." Ford replied no, we're not, and that was that.
when Ford did· something they disapproved of ·by
No follow-up· question. And this was the evening of the day
pardoning Nixon.
the Treasury Department had hiked the minimum
0 n the basis of that single act, a ·number of
denomination of its notes to $10,000. The effect of this is
reporters-not all by any means-felt entitled, under the
to deprive working people of thl! chance to get the
guise of question asking, to· attack Ford's honesty and
high-interest rates and investment security the rich people
probity.
get. The reason for the decision ,has to do with.an attempt
How else can this inquiry be described? "Do you find
to save the savings and loan associations savings banks,
any conflicts of interest in the decision to grant a sweeping
whose'situation is deteriorating so seriously that evenMilton
pardon to your lifelong friend and your financial
Friedman is advocating government subsidies to save them.
benefactor with no consultation for advice on judgment
No questions on any of that or on the major collateral
(sic) or the legal fallout?" Is that a question or an insult?
issue of housing, although you can safely assume that the
How Do You Answer?
millions watching might have a passing interest in these
Or what about this inquiry, flung at the good-natured
frivolous topics. Any reporter needing to vent his angry
·unfortunate trying to overcome his handicaps in the White
spirit could have done so legitimately by asking Ford why
House: "Last month when you assumed the Presidency,
he left the labor section of the recent White House
you pledged openness and candor. Last week you decided
economic conference to dedicate the World Golf Hall of
on the ex-President's pardon in virtually total secrecy.
Fame. They might have asked him if that symbolic act
Despite all you've said tonight, there would still seem to be
reflects his judgment of labor's bargaining power or the
some confusion, some contradictions .•• Are your . importance of the subject.
watchwords (sic) of your Administration still openness
In a half-hour press conference there was time for only
and candor?" How is Jerry Ford supposed to answer that?
20 questions, and a lot more hands were raised. Maybe
Is he supposed to say, no, I've reversed my policy, I'm
Ford was unlucky with his picks, and had he called on
going to lie, sneak and govern by stealth?
other waving arms he wouldn't have had buckets of moral
These are not questions asked to elicit information. They
excreta dumped on his head. Let's hope so, but the
are statements by self·righteous journalists, few of whom
impression left by the press conference is that it is easier to
can even claim to have been early public opponents of
puff up and play the Conscience of America-and certainly
Richard Nixon, but who now, because of the fall of the
more satisfying-than 'to do the homework needed to ask
former President.arld the part the press played in it, useful questions, Asf!Imlntra POllture"ot nlglr·headed moral"
liccldentally enjoy apower and a prestige few of them have outrage demands little thought and less study.
It is a bad pose to strike near Jerry Ford. This man of
earned.
,
In fact the behavior of. some at the Ford press conference
limited talent, gifts and bleakly narrow understanding is an
gives rise to the surmise that the questioners were giving easy target when attacked as a President, but not as a man.
free reign to an almost Nixonian demagoguery. It was as
He's wrong on nearly everything, but he's not a bum. And
though they were cashing in on the public reaction to the
if the high flyers who cover him can't make that
Nixon pardon, as though they were grabbing their chance distinction, Ford will be justified in abolishing the press
to cop some cheap votes.
conference as an institution that has not only grown to be.
That they were motivated by a concern for equal justice is archaic, but as an obnoxious intrusion on the televison quiz
improbable, given their failure to ask a single question shows where at least they give away money.
about what Ford might have in mind for the FBI. The more
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Editorial Board

Unsigned editorials represent a major·
ity opinion of the DailY Lobo Staff,
All other columns, cartoons and letters
represent the opinion of the author
and do not necessarily rcOect the views
of the staff.
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Undergraduates

(Contmued from page 2)
Introduction to Women Studies
fellow classmates and also by course which is desigt)ed to aid
Baker ~d·· Lucia Valeska before them with the class.
they ~ere approved as instructors,
Gwylan explained that the
e;~tplamed Sally Gwylan and Meg · benefits of this class were many
Jiracek, instructors in the 201 and greatly aided in the classroom .
course.
situation. Jiracek said the class
Jiracek, a graduate student at enabled teachers to pool their
UNM said that she felt it was resources which was a great aid
harder to become an instructor in since most have different
the 201 Women Studies course backgrounds. ·Gwylan also added
than it is for many graduate . that this included not only factual
students to obtain entrance· into but also personal experiences. She
graduate school and then become .gave as an example a mother
undergrad'uate instructors. She having a problem with her·
based her opinion on personal children. "Those without children
experience with both areas. .
would have a bard time relating to
Jiracek explained that the those students without the
p r e p a rat ion of the participation of other 201
undergraduate and graduate instructors who have kids, she
instructors for the 201 class didn't said.
'
stop with the class last semester.
Jiracek also said, "What's good
Jiracek said that these inshuctors about the collective is that the
are involved in a Teaching instructors are involved in both
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Editor's note: The following limerick is in response to Stephen
Beckerman's opinion that appeared in Tuesday's Lobo. He raised a
few suspicious questions concerning the Women Studies budget, the
way courses are taught and discrimination against men.
For those of you who are easily offended by colloquial
descriptions of male anatomy, we suggest you not read further.

There once was a big man named Peckerman
"Who rode ~White StUd called The Beckerman
Folks said from the start
You can't tell them apart!
So huge was The Beckerman's Peckerman
What's far worse he can't fake it
Much less indeed make it
Although he resists
The confusion persists
And can Anthropology take it?

ii"'>.

Why just thisWednesday while walking
He tripped on his penis while talking
Thus Stephen's a g,·ievin'
His knees can't stop weavin'
Now there's a T.A. who is gawking
..:

WASHINGTON-The Senate voted 64 to 27 Thursday to
cut off U.S. military aid to Turkey on grounds it illegally used
American weapons in its invasion of Cyprus.
Backers of the proposal said it was almost certain to be
killed by Senate and House conferees, but would serve as a
warning to the administration and U.S. aid recipients,
Sen. Thomas F. Eagleton, D·Mo., author of the cutoff
provision, sharply criticized Secretary of St_ate Henry A.
Kissinger, who opposed it.
"Even Secretary Kissinger is not above the law," Eagleton
said in an emotional Senate speech. "My God, if we've learned
only one thing in the last two years it's that no one is above
the law.
"How quickly we forget."

Information Bill Approved

White Stud

Lette rsuztm.dt!Wit''!Jt~£&1€1'!ftHWft:'@?irl®'Tii%D

Bernalillo county, have shown similar stated on the morning of the council
strong support. The only "union" . vote that community response ran 5·1
opposition to the UFW has come from in favor of it. It is apparent that
Frank' Fitzsimmons and other officers somebody important in big business
of. the Western Conference of reached him that afternoon and
Teamsters, who continue their long frightened him sufficiently to prompt
history of contract raiding in the fields his gutless surprise abstention on the
council floor.
of California.
The chronology of tile UFW is
It is not teamsters who lead this
opposition, but rather the wealthV. complicated and sometimes confusing
growers of California and their because of the numerous intensive ,
counterparts elsewhere who are scared efforts of agribusiness to destroy them.
to death of losing control over the 'The issue, the democratic right of
labor that they eKploit. It is not farmworkers to organize a union, is as
surprising that in New Mexico, pressure clear and obvious as it we• nine years
was exe.rted on the AlbuQUerque agO when Cesar Chavez launched the
council from groups like the Chamber first strike in the fields of Delano.
of Commerce and the Farm and Until the time that the government and
Livestock Bureau, to whom moral the growers grant free elections to
support of anY union effort has these workers, we will continue our
dangerously subversive implications to boycott of non-UFW grapes, lettuce,
big business which they represent.
and Gallo wine.
Kenneth Rex had voted for the Geoff Beckett
for the AlbuQUerque
Boycott Committee
boycott memorial in committee and Martin Chavez

t-

US Cuts Aid To Turkey

Boycott Story Contains- Error•

Editor:
Joe Monahan's article on the
Boycott in the City Council (9/8)
contains one very serious error. In it,
councilman Kenneth Rex is quoted
indirectly as saving that his surprise
abstention from voting was due to his
membership in the "AFL-CIO union
v.tlich is at odds with the UFW over
the boycott." If Rex really said
anvthing like that, he was lying
through his teeth. First of all, the UFW
is part of the AFL·CIO and has been
for many years. ReK's union, the
International Brotherhood of Electrical
Workers (IBEWI, Is certain!¥ not at
odds with the UFW,.and in fact, is one
of the boycott's strongest supporters.
The councilman's own local 61-1
officially endorsed the boycott this
June and donated money to the.
Farmworkers' Strike Fund. -Hundreds
of I ocals and conventions of the
AFL-CIO, nationally, statewide, and in

~acks

~
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WASHINGTON-A House committee tentatively approved a
bill Thursday which would allow a person to find out what
information about him the federal government has included in
its computerized files.
"This is very significant legislation in the field of privacy
which I think is long overdue," said Rep. Bella Abzug, D·N.Y.,
one of the Government Operations Committee members who

Thus goes the story of Poor Peckerman
Who still claims his real name is Beckerman
Yet the hue of his· snout
Says he's out sniffing trout
Round the h«;»le of the very top deckerman
Lucia Valeska
Women Studies

Bob Bess

Kendall Hanson
Dick Kelleher
Orlando Medina
Joe Monahan

Michael O'Connor
Diane Ross
John Rucker
Diane Taylor
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The planned pressbox for
University Arena will not cost
$3.5 million as was reported in
yesterday's LOBO. The VIP
pressbox will cost $2.4 million,
with $2.1 million going for other
athletic endeavors.

hair design
for men
Near UNM
For Appointment
Call266-3169

-·Specializing in the long cut
Uptown
5504 Central Ave SE
Albuauerque, NM 87108
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From privilege he whines
Fearing cold times?
"Baker's evasive
All strong women, abrasive"
If his oppression's not real, it's genuine

Dan Butler
·chris F.aby
Gail Gottlieb·
Jeff Hudson

~

·!i
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pushed the measure,

A tough situation no doubt
In pain it aroused him to shout:
My facts are all wrong
Like the size of my dong
And only the dykes can make out

Staff______________

teaching and taking a seminar. In
this way we are involved in the
same problems that face the
students in our ~l~s, w~ich gives
us a greater ms1ght mto our
teaching."
,
Gwylan and Juacek further
explained the concel?t of the 201
course. Th~ b1.1lletm on these
classesexplamsthattheyaresmall
seminars (limited to ten) led by
undergraduates and. graduate
women, Gwylan explamed that
they are small so the women can
get to know each other and not
have so many p~ers.
.
Baker explamed that stud1es
have ~hown that· "a great deal
mo~ !s lear!ted wh~? stude1_1ts can
part1c1pate m class. She sa1d that
one of the concepts behind this is
that "students have a lot to teach
each other."
All three agreed that emphasis
in the program is placed on the
idea that the students must take
part. Jiracek said that in this way
students must assume
responsibility for their own
learning and this responsibility is
facilitated by the small groups and
conhact grading.
Gwylan explained that in her
class, "all the requirements of the·
class must be met, which include
the readings, attendance,
participation and a journal." She
said that A's and B's required this
and one or two projects of certain
quality depending oh the grade
the student desired.
Jiracek said her class also had a
contract system, but that each
ins~tor had their own grading

Advertising
Busln(•ss Mana~rr
Harrv Chapman
Mik<• Davis
Dran Carroll
B'll
1 H. a1scy
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Very Fine
European
Indonesian
Food
Sandwiches
Reasonable Prices
Hours Daily/IIAM to lAM

. Telephone 765-5'671
1600 Central SE
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system.
Asked about men being
discriminated against in classes,
Baker said she did not know
about individual cases. However,
she said men benefit more from
these classes than women. She
said it was "difficult for a male to
be in the minority" as they are in
these classes.
Baker said she was surprised at
the number of men who expressed

interest in Woml)n Studies counes
this semester. However, currently
there are no men enrolled in
American Studies 201,
Introduction to Women Studies,
which is now under investigation
by Dean of Arts and Sciences
Nathaniel Wollman,
She said that the greatest
benefit to men is to learn about
the women's movement through
people and not books.

-i

• Treks are more than just sturdy, comforta~le,long·lasting,
practical shoes.
They're a lifestyle.
They go where the active men and women of today go.
They soften the hardest pavement of the city streets, com·
fort every step of the adventurer on country lanes and rocky
mountain paths.
Clarks Trek: Made of the finest leather, With
a thick, cushiony sole for all·around·every·
Find the
where durability.
Clarks Trek. Probably the most comfort·
Clarks
able shoe around,
-Walbee
"· • You can lellliy (he·srililes ott tho! f:tces'bf
the people w1th Treks on their feet.

too

Made by skilled hands, $26.95

9/ttmllin' ~IJII
5011 Menaul N.E. Old Town
255-7950 323 Romero No. 1

POPEJOY HALL
AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

and

Classics Theater
Present
A Swinging Shakespearian Comedy

A MIDSUMMER
NIGHT'S DREAM
September 19, 20, 21 8:15p.m.
Matinee September 22 2:15p.m.
Tickets $3.00, 2.50, 2.00
UNM Students, Faculty, Staff
$1.00 Discount
·Tel. 277-3121
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"Ryder" Coming With Conference.!
By CAREN SPRAGUE
Drama, music and cllmce will all
be spotlighted during the
Southwest Theatre Conference to
be held at UNM October 31st
through November 2nd.
Assistant Dean of the Fine Arts
Department Naclene Blackburn is
president of the Southwest
Theatre Conference this year and
was instrumental in having UNM
selected as thll conference site.
With three theatres, Popejoy,
Rodey and the Experimental, the
conference has scheduled nearly
non·stop performances during the
three days.
The southwestern premiere of
"When You Comin' Back, Red
Ryder?" will be directed by Dr.
Robert Hartung, chairman of the
theatre arts department. The
author of the play, Mark Medoff,
is from New Mexico State
University. He won an Obie for
the off-Broadway production of
"Reel Ryder" and will. be a
featured speaker at the
conference. The controversial
play, a slice of southwestern

Claudia Giese: Oboist

ASO Prep<lres
r=·or Opening
I •

Besides preparin!l for its
September 27tl1 season
opening at Popejoy Hall, the
Albuquerque Symphony
Orchestra is now facing
curtailment of its benef~
programs.
The programs, including
youth music clinics and th:e
annual free concert at the zorl,
have in the past been financed
by federal funds and
donations. The federal funds
have been cut this year, placing
the onus of support for benefit
programs ··ll· the community.
The orchestra's main fare,
however, will proceed as
scheduled. It includes monthly
concerts from September
through April, as. Willi as four
repeat concerts slated for
October, November, January
and ·April. All these programs
are scheduled for Popejoy Hall.
In addition, the orchestra
puts on an annual Christmas
music festival.
To find out more about
ticket prices or how to make a
contribution toward the
threatened benefit programs,
call the Symphony office,
265·3689.

~
,realism that supposedly takes Seasons."
For those whose interest Jeans·:!!
place in ,Albuquerque, was
toward the musical side of ~
denounced by some critics as
theatre, there will be ''Puccini in t!
'downright pornography.'
Veteran actor Harry Ellerbe is ·New Mexico." For it, segments of g'
the department's actor in "The Girl of the Golden West" t;:j
residence ancl will appear in a and "Gianni Schicchi" have been · e.
second dramatic production. He put together by Sean Daniel, -<'
will be featured as Hummel, the director of UNM's Opera Studio, S
old man in Strindberg's "Ghost Singers and actors from UNM ancl __orr
the surrounding area will take _
Sonata." Guest director Louis
oo
Criss of Princeton University has p11rt.
The University of Albuql\erque .g
prepared a new translation of the>
Swedish play which will use other is co-hosting the conference and ~~
.media such as projection screens will present several selections. The
to add to the eerie symbolism of Kaleidoscope Players, New
Mexico's Raton·based repertory ~
the play.
theatre group, will present "Under
A frothy bit of comedy
Milkwood" during the conference ~
directed by Professor Joseph
Young is the third dramatic and Sandia High School will ;j;!
perform "Ring Around the
production to be presented to
Moon."
Albuquerque Dance
conference members. It is a
Theatre
and Albuquerque
1920's spoof of the little theatre
Children's Theatre have both
movement, written by George
prepared special performances for
K e II y en tit I e d ""The
the conference.
Torch bearers." Professor Young
In addition to the shows, there
cl ire c ted last year's UNM
will be seminars on the different
production of "Summer and
technical aspects of the theatre.
Smoke" ancl appeared as Sir
For
those who are interested in
Thomas Moore in "A Man For All
make-up, there will be a special
display in the Art Museum of the
materials necessary to transform
Hal Holbrook into Abraham
Lincoln.
uncloubteclly Titania's fairy
attendants singing a lullaby to the
Sunray Book Bindery
tune of Why Must I be a Teenager
in Love in four part harmony.
Will bind all types
Taken in the context of the play
of dissertations
these girls (billed as "The
Fast serv1ce, call
Dreamettes") are out of place as a
for est1mates 265-2838
tarantula on a piece of angelfoocl
2520 San Mateo N E.
cake, but are nonetheless the best
thing to be seen all evening.
Phillip Nicholson does all right as
Theseus, but turns. out to be .a
horrible Oberon, while the
•
opposite holds ture for Sara. 'l'~id'
J'1t
Vorhees who turns in a good
,211
..
~g
performance as Titania.
Generally speaking the blame
~
for this production,mmJ;Jl~~~=···~/'·'~ · ·
by the directors of
'1('"':.:i.&t"'t"'
R · ·
Theatre, who have become
ervtce
· epatr
re known for innovative
on all imports
mediocrity, dressing their failures
in everything from sequins to
~~
\.~~
~
Russian Army Uniforms. The
Ct~ Q<'>e~ c.-ne6\.~
plays Classics Theatre attempts are
l'
-, ~
difficult enough without having
them try to prove they are one
4 ely. Tune-Up
step ahead of Joe Papp. If just
$28.95 parts & labor
once they would try to direct
605 Yale S.E.
Shakespeare in a straightforward,
unpretentious manner, they
84
would be doing the playgoing
audience a service.

''Dteam'' A Nlghtmate
By LUTHER GLENDALE
The Classics Theatre
production of A Midsummer
Night's Dream opened in Popejoy
Hall last nigl)t and will continue
running through Sunday. For
those unfamiliar with Classics
Theatre, it is a program headed by
John Gardner cledicatecl to
bringing Shakespeare to
Albuquerque. Mr. Gardner has
been responsible for many
travesties, but A Midsummer
Night's Dream is probably his
most ill-conceived project to date.
The main problem with this
production is that Gardner seems
to. be under. the .impr<lssion . .the
play was written by Judy Collins.
Even if one looks past the strobe

(Ph,ot<>s by Howard Pace)

Yoshimi Takada:
Conductor
lights, Nehru jackets, and suede
pants,. the show is so cleclicated to
hipness that it loses its comedy to
what I imagine is supposed to be
relevant interpretation for the
modern audience. It has become
popular to relocate Shakespeare
lately, and if done unobstrusively
it can be an effective device.
Eventually, however, this practice
reaches a · point that patience
cannot pass.
. The acting itself is altogether
bacl, in fact in some cases it was
better than the play deserved.
Puck, unfortunately, is made into
a slapstick comic, falling clown
stairs and running into walls like
Buster Keat(;>~ gone to helL Still,
it is nearly impossible to tuin
Puck's lines no matter how hard
one tries.
The high point of the show is
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Under the new student seating plan sections 19, 20 and 21 will be just
as they have in the past. Sections 18 and 22 can be reserved by
students at no cost.

New Pit-Seating
Plan for Students
A brand new plan was presented to and agreed upon by athletic
director Lavon McDonald yesterday for student seating at the UNM
basketball games.
The initial plan as reported in the LOBO yesterday would require
all students wishing to attend basketball games to pick up tickets at
the ticket office on the south campus, at least 24 hours in advance.
The tickets would still be free with 1a student athletic ID card, but
the trip to the south campus would have caused inconvenience to
many students.
Under the new plan drawn up by student senator Randy Gins,
sections 19, 20 and 21 {see diagram) will remain exactly as they have
in past years with students merely presenting their IDs at the door.
None of this seating will be reserved and it's all on a first-come
first-served basis.
Daily lobo

Sports
Sections 18 artd 22 will fall under the order whereby students can
reserve these seats by presenting their ID to the ticket seller at the
south campus at least 24 hours in advance (except when a Monday
game is scheduled then they must be picked up by Friday).
"I don't know why I didn't think of it myself," said McDonald. "It
seems like the perfect solution."
The average attendance by students last season was 2584 and
sections 19, 20 and 21 hold 3644 so the possibility of not being able
to get a seat the night of the game is unlikely except for big games.
·
Students can ;dso get reserved seating the night of the game but will
have to stand in line with the general public and take the same
chances they do of discovering it's a sell out.

Two offensive players of the
week in their respective
conferences will meet Saturday as
the UNM football team goes for a
big upset over Texas Tech, 7:30 at
University Stadium.
Both starting quarterbacks were
last week's offensive stars,
Tommy Duniven in the Southwest
conference ancl Steve Myer in the
Western Athletic Conference,
THE LOBOS we.re delivered a
big blow yesterday when it was
learned that fullback Toby Parrish
would not suit up for the game
because he might be ineligible.
Possible reasons for his
ineligibility were not released.
"We think we're all right," said
athletic director Lavon McDonald,
"but the right persons to contact
to find out if Parrish really is
ineligible won't be available until
Monday. We can't tell you the
circumstances because we want to
protect Toby."
Parrish was 'the leading rusher
for UNM in their opening victory
over Colorado State last Saturday
with 7 8 yards in 14 totes.
McDonald said he doubts very
much if UNM will have to forfeit
the CSU victory if Parrish is found
to be ineligible.
TEXAS TECH has a good
running back of their own who
will be playing Saturday. Larry
Isaac, (pictured) a 181 lb.
sophomore ran for 126 yards in
19 carries in the Red Raiders
opening win over Iowa State.
The Raiders, who are basically
a running team, averaged •5.5
yards per play defeating the
Cyclones 24·3.
Ranked among the top 20 in
many pre-season polls the Red
Raiders are going after their
second straight Southwest
,Conference, title· andnare given a
good chance to do it. Although a
Joss here Saturday wouldn't count
in the conference race, it is an
important game if the Raiders
want to ge_t a bowl bid should
Texas w•n the Southwest
Conference. Last season they

Mfeated Tennessee 28·19 in the
Gatm· Bowl.
/
"Texas Tech will come at us
with a strong running game," said
coach Bill MondL. "AL least until

game."
One plus the Lo,bos have going
for them is that 'l'exas Tech hasn't
seen Lhe ball in the air much since
Iowa State stuck mostly to the
ground. Myer proved last week he
is able to pass hitting for 73 pel'
cent of his attempts.
Tech and UNM have two
common foes this season; Iowa
State which Tech demolished last
week, and Arizona, the Lobos
opponent next week.
A crowd of near 20,000 is
expected for the contest after a
disappointing 16,382 last week.

Larry
than CSU's Ron Harris" should
give the Lobos their hands full.
Isaac averaged 6.6 yards per carry
last week against Iowa St.
we overly commit ourselves to the
run. Then they can throw it well
too."
In a series that dates back to'
1931 Texas Tech leads 15·2·1
with UNM's last win in 1971 at
Lubbock.
Last year Texas Tech
demolished the Lobos 41·7
running up a 21·0 lead in the first
quarter mostly off UNM mistakes.
Edgar Bell recovered.a punt in the
end zone for the Lobos only
"&'COJ.'e',' 'The- ·game was actually
much closer than the score with
14 first downs for each team.
"I think we can win any game
on our schedule," said Mondt.
"And if we play with ·the same
effort we did against Colorado
State, we have a chance to win the

418 Central S.W.
843·7559
With thiaad

New Mexico,
A Pictorial Ea11y
teMt by Tony Hillerman

POPEJOY HALL
AT THE UNIVERSJTY OF NEW MEXICO
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-¥ ZapComix
-¥Zoo World
-" Mother Earth News
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*,Village Voice
1f Out of state newspapers •
* Albuquerque's largest
magazine selection
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We would like to have proposals from undergraduate students for one
credit hour undergraduate seminars for Semester II, 1975. We are sorry
to ask for these so ·early; it is necessary so that we can have our brochure
ready before pre-registration .
Proposals should be made on a form which is available, together with
information on the program and some guidelines for proposals, at the new
Honors Center (ground level, west wing of the new Humanities Building).

In Concert
Saturday, September 28
·
8:15p.m .
All Seats Reserved
Tickets: Orchestra $3.50
,
Balcony $3.00
UNM Students-$1.00 Discount
Tel. 277-3121

I

$19.95

Undergraduate Seminar Program

KEITH GREEN
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Deadline Is October 7, 1 974

A film, "The Invisible Minority: The
Homosexual in America" wW be
shown tonight in Room 250·D oJ the
SUB at 8 p,m, Juniper vob.mteers
please attend',

'

Lip Service is a LOBO-sponsored
student community service which runs
announcements of meetings and other
affairs of student organizations.
Announcements will normally run two
days prior to and on the day of the·
scheduled event. Submissions should
be taken to ASUNM Public.
Relations/Information Office in Room
~48 of the SUB. Please keep notices
short and to the point.

'

A SUNM • scholarship applications
now being taken at the Student Aids
Office for fall semester. Six tuition
scholarships at $228 ea. and six book
stipends at $40 ea. will be awarded.
Applicants must have at least a 2,0
GPA, Deadline is Oct. 1. For more info
contact Student Aids Office Rm. 1140.
Mesa Vista.
·
·

CLAS·SIFIED
ADVERTISING
Rates: 10¢ per word per day with a

S.t..OO per day minimum cha.•ee, or 6¢

per word per day with a 611t per day
minimum charee for ·ads publllhed five
or more consecutive days.
Terms : Payment must be made in full
prior to Insertion of advertisement.
Where: Marron Hall, Room 1BZ

or bll mail

.

1)

~

Clusilled Advertlaln.r
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131

PERSONALS

MAZATLAN NEW YEARS (by air):
$816 for 8 days. Call Atlas, 265-8074.
9/26
JOIN THE UNIVERSITY of Albuquer•
que interm tour to the heart or Italy,
30 Dee. 1974-9 Jan. 1976. Tour includes
· round trip air fare, hotels, breakfasts,
vltsiting Rome, Florence, Naples area.
Academic credit available. Price $546.
Call Divltslon of Humanities. 243-9461.
9/20
SUICIDE IS a permancmt solution to
temporary problems, We'll L is t en.
AGORA, 277-3013.
9/20
HOUSE, UTILITIES, Mature reliable wo·
man in exchange for limited servicoo.
May be student, working or partially dis·
abled. Weekdays 243·8811, ext. 189. 9/28
PREGNANT AND NEED HELP'l You
have friends who care at Birthright.
247·9819.
•

2)

LOST & FOUND

FOUND: MAN'S Watch in Woodward
Hall, Rm. 147 on 9/18. To identity,
call 277-5104.
9/26
F 0 UN D: PUPPY on UNM campu!l,
Woodward Hall area, Sept. 16, 898-2373.
9/26
FOUND: NEAR NEW tennis courts, Wo•
man's prescription gJIUI8es. Largo beige
plastic frames, gold temple nieces. Inquire at Campus Police lost & found
depL
9/25
FOUND: Small Purse-Allison Taylor
Oti!l. Claim at Student Information
Desk.
LOST: PAIR GOLD wire-rim g]I1S8C!S in
Mitchell Hall, Ladies room last week. Reward, 243-3407, 8-5.
·
9/23
FOuND': WOMEN'S prescription sun·
gla.'!Se!l, rose frames w/J~reen lens. :Male•
well Museum In Anthropology Bldg.
Identify & claim in Museum offices.

3) SERVICES
NEW FALL CLASSES at Open :Mind
Bookstore. T'ai Chi Chuan. Hathn Yoga.
Shiatsu. Starting next week. Details,
262-0066. 3010 Central SE,
9/20
HAIRCUTS, trims, professionally done
without the pro!f:'!!Sional rip-ofF, :reason9/26
ably priced. 242·6514.
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST: IBM carbon•
ribbon. Guaranteed accuracy, Reasonable
9/20
rates. 298·7147.
PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION photos,
Lowest prices in town, fast, pleasing.
Near UNM. Call 265·24U or come to
1717 Girard N.E.

4)

FOR RENT

MIDNIGHT SPECIAL. Ryder ovemight
trn
sleep tomorrow, '766·1111.

Persons interested in learning karate
arc invited to join a Korean-style
karate class, Classes start Well., Sept.
25 at 5 p.m. in Carlisle Gym, Contact
JohnRice (277·467 5) or Rudy Gallegos
(277·3364).

. A phUosophy discussion will be held
today at 3:30p.m. in Room 518 of the
new Humanities Bldg, "What is Time?"

DOONESBURY

The International Center is offering
8-week, 2 hours a week courses in
Convetsational Japanese, Arabic,
Portuguese, and Sanskrit. fhese
courses will •be taught by native
speakers, Registration ends Sept. 25.
Cost/$20,00. All interested persons call
277-2946.

by Garry Trudeau

Popular Entertainment Committee
needs student input. Come by the PEC
office in Rm. 248 of the SUB or call
277·5602,
Volunteers to help operate the ASA
The Symphony of Life presents Gallery are needed, Contact Susan
Brown at 247·8715 or put a note in
lectures on meditation and campus
mail.
sclf·reali~ation each Sun. at 7:30 p.m.
at the UNM Honors Center.
Intramural and :recreation check-out
Mobi Warren, of the Buddhist Peace program, ID required. Small fee for
Delegation, will speak on the political camping equipment. Reservations can
be ·made a week in advance at Carlisle
prisoner situation in Vietnam,
Gym.
Women's gymnastic team practices
Peoples Education Resource Center
will begin Monday at Car1 isle Gym,
They will run from 4:11)-6:30 p.m. For and Women's Fiim Co-op will present
more info call coach Janet Blair at two free films Fri., Sept, 20 at 8 p.m.
at the Peoples Resourcj'l Center, 1417
266·2650.
Central N .E.

fi)

FOR SALE

PORTABLE TV, $40, Kenmore washer,
$65, Dike, ten·speed, $46. 242·3413. 9/20
NEW S-track cnr stereo with FM-MPX
stereo radio, $105, 265·9691 after 6 pm.
9/26
'GG VW DUG with '69 cn1dne, runs great,
$GOO. 296·5015 after 6:30.
9/26
CUSTOM GOLD weddlnlt & dinner rlng11
by Charlie Romero, 268·3896.
12/6
UNIQUE TRUCKING MACHINE. Cus·
tomlzed Rord Ranchero camper, furnish·
ed, 25 MPG, $800 nt.>gotiable, 266-0991,
277-6238.
.
9/23
PADDLE BALL RACQUETS: Dalls-lots
left and ellll on snlc at the Dike Shop,
823'Yalc SE. 842·9100. Racquets as tow
ns $9.99 and balls at 99c each.
10/7
QUESTAR stnndnTd model teleseope. Mint
condition. 35 percent oil Jist price. 266·
0111 evenings,
9/23
KINGSJZE mattress with fuU set linens,
9/23
Frank, 261!·5213, 268·0011.
DICYCLES I BICYCLES I Now is the tim<!
for a new 10-~PeS!d• Prices have been
lowered as winter approaches and we
have a terrific seleetl011. The Bike Shop,
823 YAlP ElF.. RA2-9100,
1()/7
WHITE OAK . BOOKSHOP and Gallery,
1200 Rio Grande, boob on art, photogra. ·
phy, crafts, southwest, Mexico.
9/20
HANG GLlDER SUN, 18' custom salt,
cheap price no\V, 268·7605.
9/20
PIONEER AM/FM STEREO tuner TX·
6200, 1 yr. old, G yr warranty, walnut
cabinet, $85. 27'1-6238.
9/20
KINGSJZE WATERDEDS, $29.95, com•
pletc SY!Itema, $59.95, heaters, $27.50.
Water Trips, 3407 Central NE. Across
from Arbies. 268-8456.
tf'n
BICYCLES: Lowest prices on Gltane 11nd
other fine European .Bicycles. Over 100
in stock, $75. to $600. WORLD CHAM·
PION DICYCLES, 2122 Coal PJ. SE,
four blocks from UNM. 843-9378. tt'n
STEREO HEAD PHONES $4.95, 6 foot
cord, soft ear pad!!. United Freight
Sales. 3920 San Mateo NE.
tfn
OLD MffiAGES, some 20 Years old. $1,00
each, room 182, Ma:rron Ra~U_.-.,.--ALASKAN Mnlamutes-AKC registered,
excellent pedigree, ahow/pet, terms
available, 898-6281,
9/20

5)

Friendly Flower Shop
Albuquerque. Floral Design

School
· We specialize in green
plants and macrame.
.

3424
S.E. · 266-9296
....... Central
........................
.............
~

TENT for Backpackinlt. 100 percent RIP·
stop Nylon eon11truction. Weilrbt Jess
than 4 JbR. $80. Call 27'1·2309 nr 298~
1296.
9/21
OLD MmAGES 1968 through 1970. $1,00
each, room 132, Marron Ball.
tfn
STEREO SPEAKERS. 4' x 3%'. $80 or
best offer. 268-6114. ask for Rob. 9/24
TENNIS EQUIPMENT-racquets, balls,
shorts, shoes, & sblrta now on sale at
the Bike Shop, 8Z3 Yale SE, 842·9100.
TWENTY ACRES-3 Domes, Cerrlltos.
Private, comfortable, unique. SUN·
SHINE It:F.AJ~TY. 345·2001.
9/4
PADDLEBALL, RAQUETS and ballson sale thlts wtek at the Bike Shop, 828
Yale SE. 842·9100.
BACKPACKERS - Come Inspect New
Mexico's most complete selection of
equipment at B A C K COUNTRY
SPORTS, 2421 San Pedro NE. 266·8113.
20 PORTABLE TV's $30-$60. 441 Wyom•
10/23
lng NE, 266•5987,
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SUB Cinema 2;7..2031
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An explosive cinema concert!
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FREE GREY KITTENS & Cat. Call
9/24
Shnron 268·3729 or 277-4806,
-'
SCRIPTURE READING, llrayers, songs,
daily 7 PM, l425 University NE, Canter·
bury Chapel.
10/14

Thursday & Friday 7·1 0

"Faust" 1925 Murnau
Sunday Sept. 22

has a
message
for your

J

;

Rodey Theatre
Film Festival

Baba

t
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Meher

Send your
name and
address to:
Clive Adams
Box 159
Cochiti Lake
New Mexico

~
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E~lPLOYMENT

MOTEL DESK CLERK. Business exper•
fence helpful. Lodging & some cash. 247·
4023 or 265·4878, 9 am·3 pm.
9/25
MANAGER POSITION OPI!Il at Univereity of New Mexico radio station
KUNM (FM), a nationally known ediJ·
eational, progressive station. AppJica·
tiona available at KUNM, New Mexico
Union Building, UNM. Include resume.
UNM student preferred. Probable starting date: October 1st. Salary: $6670/
year. Leave applications with 'Prof.
Charte.s Coate.s, Journalism Building, Rm.
216, UNM, by 5 PM Monday Sepfem·
23 1974
9120
PART-TIME
bet
'
' JOB, graduate students
only, Afternoons & evenings, Must be
able to work Friday & Saturday nights.
Must be over 21 years old. Apply In
versrm 1 nn phnnt> calls please. Save Way
Liquor Store, 6704 Lomas NE and 6616
Menaul NE.
9/13
BABYSITTER
WANTED:
Part-time
mother needs babySitter who has ex•
perlence w/small baby & is willing to do
Jight housework. Week days, starting No·
vember. 266-7278.
9/20
WANTED PART TlME SECRETARY to
do typing and filing. $2.00 an hour. UP
to 20. hounjweek.. Call Geoltrey, 843·
'1102.
9/20

7)
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FOR SALE

VINTAGE CLOTHING, antique quilts,
oak furniture, photographic antiques.
'l'he Silver Sunbeam, 3409 Ccmtral NE.
9/17
GEODESIC DOME-2-year old home, Beeluded in the South Valley on an acre
of land. Perfect opportunity to begin
the road to self-suftlclency, •12,60D.
Super terms. NORRIS REALTY, 877·
6194.

6l

~

(Continued from page 1)

organize the sit-in of Lobo
offices. Present tentative
demands may include more
coverage of Women. Studies
events, a women's column, a
public apology by the Lobo
for CommonTory, and
cpmplete control of the
Lobo for an unspecified
length of time.
. As ·the Lobo goes to press
Thursday night the sit-in is
expected to begin at
approximately nine a.m.
Friday morning,

The Indo-American .Association is
celebrating i'India Night" tomorrow at
8 p.m. at the International Center,
1808 Las Lomas N.E. All are cordially
invited,

UNFURNISHED 3-Room House, air con·
ditloned, stove, refrigerator. $85 month.
9/24
Phone 843·6083,
FURNISHED HOUSES. AAA two and
three bedrooma. Veey clean. Near Unl·
venity and north west. 242-7814, 2471006, 242·1871.
Un
LOOKING FOR an apartment? We have
six and wiJI 111rniah to auit. Call 247~
4406 evenings. Mr. Scott.
9/26
S H A R E STORAGE $12/mo. Resident
Manaeer, 1824 Buena Vlata SE. Oftlce
houn 4·6: 842-6166.
9/20
THE CITADEL APARTMENTS - An
apartment complex for the J'OU111r and
the younll' at heart. Rent. atart at $180.
Large swimming pool. Efllcleneles &
1 bdrm available, fumlahed or un•
furnished. Walking distance to UNM.
1620 University- NE. 241·2494.
10/4
FURNISHED
APARTMENTS.
AAA
Apartment.. One, two, and three rooma.
Very clean, near Unlvenlty and north
west. 242-7814, 247-1008, 242-1871. tfn
UNFURNISHED HOUSES. AAA two and
three bedrooms. Very clean. Near Unl·
verslty and north west. 242·7814, 247·
1006, 242·1871.
tfn

Occupation

Starts Friday
September 20
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